Welcome to a new edition of the QROWD quarterly newsletter.

May 2019

Good afternoon,

We are happy to share the latest project developments and events with you in the newest edition of our newsletter. After the summer we are planning to participate in other smart cities’ events such as the next Smart Cities Expo and World Congress #SCEWC19 about which we’ll inform you in due time.

In this issue:
- QROWD at the Southampton Science and Engineering Festival
- QROWD and the SLIPO Toolkit
- Tom Tom hackathon
- IMPACT>MOBILITY Conference 2019
- Upcoming events (June - July 2019)

QROWD at the Southampton Science and Engineering Festival

The QROWD project recently took part at a science and engineering festival at the University of Southampton to showcase our tools and products. The event aims to engage with members of the public about a range of new projects, developments and innovation.

QROWD’s Virtual City Explorer (VCE), was one of the technologies showcased. To read more about how it was received follow the link here.

QROWD and the SLIPO Toolkit

The SLIPO Workbench handles the linking and integration of Big Points of Interest data assets, and is being tested and evaluated in the context of QROWD. The app calculates travel time considering probable delays and allows selecting the optimal route option to drive to any open ski resort in the Trentino area. For more information, read about it here.
Tom Tom hackathon
Within the fourth “What the Hack” hackathon which took place in Berlin, the QROWD development took the form of a travel app “Touristic Network” which aims at saving travellers’ time and guiding them around exciting places when planning their trips. Read more about the innovative new app here.

IMPACT-MOBILITY Conference 2019

This event brings together decision-makers from a range of smart cities across Europe to create and develop financial models for the new smart mobility landscape. The objective is to connect the leading stakeholders to tackle mobility data and monetisation challenges. Read more about it here.

---

Upcoming Events

13TH ITS EUROPEAN CONGRESS
Brainport, Eindhoven, NL
3-6 June 2019
https://2019.itsineurope.com

IoT Week 2019
Aarhus, Denmark
17 - 21 June 2019
https://sites.grenadine.co/sites/iot/en/aarhus-2019

IMPACT-MOBILITY
24-25 June 2019
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
https://events.impactconf.com/mobility-eu/

BDV PPP SUMMIT 2019
Riga, Latvia
26-28 June 2019

We hope that you have enjoyed reading our news. Stay tuned for our next newsletter, coming in July.
Sincerely yours,
The QROWD team

http://qrowd-project.eu/  @QrowdProject